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SwissSalary Ltd. reserves all rights in this document.

No portion of this work may be reproduced in any form or by any means, graphical, electronic or mechanical,
including copying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval systems, without the express written
consent of SwissSalary Ltd.

SwissSalary Ltd. retains all intellectual property rights it is entitled to, in particular all patent, design, copyright, name
and company rights and the rights to its knowhow.
Although all precautions have been taken during the creation of this document, SwissSalary Ltd. assumes no liability
for errors, omissions or damage that may result from the use of the information contained in this document or from
the use of the programs and source code. In no event shall SwissSalary Ltd. be liable for any loss of profit or other
commercial damage caused or alleged to have been caused directly or indirectly by this document.
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1    QualityRelease 5062.001 | User

1.1    QualityRelease 5062.002 [5061.102] | Introduction

Dear SwissSalary Customers,
Dear SwissSalary Partners,

This QualityRelease contains adjustments and corrections for customers already using SwissSalary version
5062.000 or 5062.001. 
Individual tasks were implemented as 5061.102 and are available for the corresponding versions. 

For more information on the contents of versions 5062.000, 5062.001 or 5061.100, please refer to the
corresponding manuals. 

Customers are responsible for implementing SwissSalary versions. Our Support or Your Dynamics365
partner can provide help if needed. With SwissSalary365 (Cloud), customers are also responsible for this and
SwissSalary does not carry out any updates automatically.

Your SwissSalary Team
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1.2    Reports

1.2.1    AHV Summary | Pensioners error

Task #12390 | 5062.002 [5061.102]

If the wage was calculated with update 5061.000 for an individual that has reached retirement age, the AHV
Summary could not be created with update 5062.001. The message below appeared:  The “” value cannot be
evaluated in the Boolean type.
This error message was eliminated.

1.2.2    Income tax statement for Liechtenstein | Year layout adjustment

Task #12307 | 5062.002

The Income tax statement for Liechtenstein report has been adjusted.
When a year is selected, the values below are now shown per person:

· Date of employment / Billing period

· Gross wage total

· Taxable wage

· Employment tax deduction

1.2.3    Bar code labels | Docuware

Task #12372 | 5062.002

Concerns only the customers using SwissSalary Construction.
The bar code was missing during bar code labels creation for Docuware. This was corrected.
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1.3    SwissSalary Budget

1.3.1    SwissSalary Budget | Departments

Task #12361 | 5062.002

To date, no positions could be recorded in departments with special characters in their name. This is now
possible.
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1.4    Payroll

1.4.1    TabBoard | Shortcut for new row

Task #12337 | 5062.002

A new row can be inserted in TapBoard using the ALT + N keyboard shortcut.

1.4.2    Post Payroll | FIBU interface

Task #12388 | 5062.002

If an active FIBU interface is stored in the payroll area, the error message below was displayed when the
second pay process was posted within the same month: Record already exists in the table blob link.
Identifying fields and values: Table No.='3009120',Unique Record ID='xx',Sequence No.='x'
This error message was eliminated.
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